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Wavenumber Measurements of CO2 Transitions in 1.5-mm
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Using an external-cavity diode laser (ECDL) as the light source, we have observed the spectrum of CO2 in the 1.5-mm
atmospheric window including the (3001)I4 (0000) and (3111)I4 (0110)I bands. Good signal-to-noise ratio allowed us to lock
the frequency of our ECDL to the absorption line centers. Wavenumber measurements of the transitions with accuracy abo
6.63 1024 cm21 are made with the help of a precision wavemeter calibrated to the accurate C2H2 frequency references in the
1.5-mm wavelength region. Molecular constants are obtained by making the least-squares fits of the measured transiti
wavenumbers. The rotational and centrifugal distortion constants are consistent with the previous results using high-resolut
Fourier transform spectroscopy. However, the band centers are different with previous results by several thousandth recipro
centimeters. © 2001 Academic Press
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1. INTRODUCTION

Due to the strong infrared activity of CO2, the infrared
spectrum of CO2 plays an important role in many spectrosco
fields. For example, (i) it can be used as the wavenu
standards in the mid-infrared (1); (ii) CO2 is the primary
atmospheric absorber, hence its spectrum is a prime fac
atmospheric remote sensing; (iii) CO2 is also the major sourc
of near-infrared atmospheric opacity on Venus; therefore
emission spectrum of Venus are originated from the weak2
bands at the hot surface (2). Most of the laboratory works o
the CO2 spectrum were made using the Fourier transf
spectrometer (FTS), which might have resolution from sev
hundredth to several thousandth reciprocal centimeters.
ever, due to the white light source in FTS, weak transition
difficult to detect. In general, weak CO2 transitions are me-
sured with very long path absorption cell or from the spec
of the planets.

On the other hand, external-cavity diode lasers (ECDL
being used increasingly in the spectroscopy of atoms or
ecules because their intensity noises are very small and
provide enough power with narrow linewidth and widely t
able range of wavelength (3). ECDL is especially useful t
accurately detect weak spectrum while the FTS is difficu
do. Significant developments of ECDL in the 1.5-mm wave-
length region have been made to fulfill the increasing dem
for the fiber optic communication. Up to now, there are m
commercial ECDL systems ready to be used in spectros

Besides, it is important in spectroscopy to accurately d
mine the wavenumber of the transitions. To reach this
many wavenumber standards for the infrared are recomme
by the International Union of Pure and Applied Chemistry1).
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In Ref. (1), Doppler-limited spectrum of C2H2 with an accu-
racy of 1027 (4) was chosen as the wavenumber standar
the 1.5-mm wavelength region. Recently, using the techn
of cavity-enhanced spectroscopy, de Labachelerieet al. first
successfully observed the saturated absorption of C2H2 lines
5), and then Nakagawaet al. measured the frequencies of

rovibrational lines of12C2H2 and 13C2H2 with an accuracy o
1029 (6). The results form an accurate frequency grid in
1.5-mm wavelength region for the spectroscopy as we
many other applications such as fiber communications.

In this paper, we report our study on the weak transition
CO2 in the 1.5-mm wavelength region. To probe such a w
absorption, a commercial ECDL was used as the light so
and a multipass cell was used to increase the absorption le
With them, the spectrum of CO2 (3001)I 4 (0000) and
(3111)I 4 (0110)I bands were clearly observed. The waven-

FIG. 1. Experimental setup. I: optical isolator; BS: beam splitter; M1–
mirrors; L: lens; Ref.: reference laser beam; Sig.: signal laser beam; A
auto-balanced photodetector. The reference laser beam is the beam refle
the tilted entrance window of the multipass absorption cell, while the s
laser beam is the output of the multipass absorption cell.
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123MEASUREMENT OF CO2 TRANSITIONS IN 1.5 mm
ber of the observed transitions were also measured. To e
the accuracy of our measurements, accurate values of12C2H2

transition wavenumbers by Nakagawaet al. (6) were used a
the frequency references to calibrate our wavemeter.

2. EXPERIMENTAL DETAILS

A schematic diagram of our experiment setup is show
Fig. 1. To probe the weak transitions, we used an EC
(Environmental Optical Sensor, Inc., model 2001) as the p
erful but “clean” light source in our experiment. The linewi
of the ECDL is less than 1 MHz and the single-mode frequ
tuning range is 60 GHz. The laser frequency was freque
modulated at 1 kHz with a modulation depth of 21 MHz. T
modulated laser beam was then split by a beam splitter
which reflects 10% of incident power to the wavemeter (B
leigh, model WA-1500 NIR, 0.1 ppm accuracy) for wavenu
ber measurement, and transmitted 90% of incident power

FIG. 2. A plot of the deviations between the measured results of ch
12C2H2 lines and the values of Ref. (6) vs. the readouts of wavemeter. The e
ars shown are 1s standard deviation of the measurements.

FIG. 3. Result of the wavenumber meas
Copyright © 2001 by
ure
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multipass cell (New Focus, model 5612) for the absorp
spectroscopy. The multipass cell has a path length of 10
Pure CO2 gas (99.9%) of pressure 16 to 20 Torr was filled
this cell. At this low pressure, the pressure shift is m
smaller than the uncertainty of our wavenumber measure
and can be neglected. Since the entrance window of the
tipass cell is tilted, the laser beam reflected by this window
sent to the reference port of the auto-balanced photode
(New Focus, model 2017). This beam served as a refe
laser beam to balance the variation of laser power. The s
laser beam after passing through the multipass cell was s
the signal port of the auto-balanced photodetector. The
balanced output from the photodetector was demodulate
the lock-in amplifier (Stanford Research, model SR830)
was recorded by a personal computer through the GPIB
face and LabVIEW program.

To determine the center of a transition line, we first tu
ECDL over the full width of a transition line and recorded
first derivative signal. If the signal-to-noise ratio was g
enough, then ECDL was tuned back to the center of
transition line, and then the servo loop was turned on to
the frequency of ECDL to this line center. Then the wavele
of ECDL measured by the wavemeter was recorded for 1

3. CALIBRATION

To ensure the measurements having the nominal acc
of our wavemeter, the readouts of wavemeter was care
calibrated to the transition frequencies of12C2H2 given by

akagawaet al. (6). Here we chose theP(3), P(9), P(16),
and P(21) lines of 12C2H2 n1 1 n3 band as our reference
For this purpose, instead of the multipass cell in Fig. 1
signal laser beam passed through a cell 20 cm long
with 12C2H2 gas of pressure less than 1 Torr. The pres

n

ment of CO2 (3001)I 4 (0000) bandR(42) line.
ure
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124 CHOU, LIN, AND SHY
shift of 12C2H2 gas is less than 200 kHz/Torr (7). With
ressure less than 1 Torr, we can assure that the pre
hift of 12C2H2 gas is well within the uncertainty of o

wavenumber measurement. We first locked our ECDL to
center of the Doppler profile of each chosen12C2H2 line and
then measured the wavenumber using our wavemeter
ure 2 is a plot of the deviations between the measured re
and the values of Ref. (6) vs. the readouts of wavemet
The solid points, in the order of increasing wavenum
correspond to the deviations of theP(21), P(16), P(9), and
P(3) lines of 12C2H2 n1 1 n3 band, respectively. This pl
hows that the deviations are linearly dependent on
avemeter readouts. Hence we fit the deviations to a l

unction of the wavemeter readouts. The dashed line in
is the fitted result. The resulting function is then use

ur calibrating function to obtain the calibrated values.
ifferences of the calibrated values and the values give
ef. (6) are no more than 1.73 1024 cm21. After this

calibration procedure, the wavemeter can be used wit
nominal accuracy, which is about 6.53 1024 cm21, in this
work.

TAB
Results (in cm21) of Wavenumber Mea

a These are the standard deviations of the
locked to the line center.
Copyright © 2001 by
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4. RESULTS

A typical result of wavenumber measurement is show
Fig. 3. In this figure, the measurement ofR(42) transition o
CO2 (3001)I 4 (0000) band is given as an example. At lea
min long of wavenumber readouts were recorded afte
ECDL was frequency locked. These readouts were then
aged and yielded the line center for the corresponding tr
tion. The standard deviation of the above readouts was
calculated, and its reciprocal of squares will be used a
weightings in the least-squares analysis.

In Fig. 3, the frequency difference between the peak-to-
of the first derivative signal is small and estimated to be 0
cm21 (its full width of half-maximum is about 0.019 cm21).
Therefore, the first derivative signal is more sensitive to
frequency variation than the readouts of our wavemeter
can see from Fig. 3 that the variation of the residual error s
is smaller than the variation of wavemeter readouts. Henc
expect that the actual stability of the laser locked to a2

transition is much better than the standard deviation calcu
from the wavemeter readouts. The statistical error of each

1
rement of CO2 (3001)I 4 (0000) Band

enumber readouts measured after the laser frequency
LE
su

wav
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125MEASUREMENT OF CO2 TRANSITIONS IN 1.5 mm
center measurement is too small to be taken into account
experimental errors. However, the offset from line cente
each frequency-lock may contribute to the inaccuracy of
line center measurement. Estimated from the residual
signal, the typical offsets of our frequency-lock are 1.03 1024

cm21. Hence, combining with the 6.53 1024 cm21 accuracy o
wavemeter independently, the accuracy of each line c
measurement is about 6.63 1024 cm21.

The measured wavenumbers of the (3001)I 4 (0000) band
and the two (3111)I 4 (0110) subbands are summarized
Tables 1, 2, and 3, respectively. In addition to lines of high
low-rotational quantum number which are too weak to
measured, there are still several lines missing in the tables
is because they accidentally overlap with other stronger l
and significant frequency pullings of these weak lines w
observed. Therefore we did not include these pieces of d
the tables.

5. ANALYSES AND DISCUSSION

(i) (3001)I 4 (0000) Band

The molecular constants of this band were first given
Mandin (8) based on the Venus infrared spectrum (9). Later,
Maillard et al. made an observation of this band in the la
ratory using a very high-resolution FTS (10). A set of more
accurate constants were also given in their paper. Since
works used the FTS, it is worth comparing our work, whic

TAB
Results (in cm21) of Wavenumber Meas

a These are the standard deviations of th
frequency locked to the line center.
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based on the laser spectroscopy and a more accurate freq
standard, with the previous works.

The ground state (0000) had been measured in a lot
observations of different bands. Molecular constants o
ground state based on these measurements were given
paper of Rothmanet al. (11), which used the global fits

btain more accurate constants. To this point, we fixed
olecular constants (B0, D0, H0) of the ground state to th

values given by Ref. (11) in our least-squares fit. We fitted t
molecular constants (B9, D9, H9) of (3001)I state, and the ban
centern0, using the formula

n 5 n0 1 B9m~m 1 1! 2 D9m2~m 1 1! 2 1 H9m3

3 ~m 1 1! 3 2 B0m~m 2 1! 1 D0m2~m 2 1! 2

2 H0m3~m 2 1! 3,

[1]

herem 5 2J for the P branch andm 5 J 1 1 for the R
branch. The results are summarized in Table 4. The mole
constants were then used to calculate the transition freque
of the (3001)I 4 (0000) band. The differences between
observed frequencies and the calculated frequencies are
in the fourth column of Table 1. The variance of this fit is 3.3
1024 cm21.

Also listed in Table 4 are the constants given by Refs.10)
and (11) for comparison. Our results of rotational and cen

gal distortion constants are close to those of Refs. (10) and

2
ment of CO2 (3111e)I 4 (0110e)I Band

ng wavenumber readouts measured after the laser
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126 CHOU, LIN, AND SHY
(11), but the band centers are significantly different from e
other. Although the data of Ref. (10) is included in the dat

ank for the global fits, the band center of Ref. (11) is much
loser to our result. The reason is not clear and is to be fu
nvestigated. One possible cause is, since absolute wave
ers rather than relative wavenumbers are required to
ately determine the band center, the deviations are pro
ue to the different frequency references used in our work
aillard et al. (10).

ii) (3111)I 4 (0110)I Band

In this band, the splitting ofe and f levels is due to th
ovibrational interaction affecting only one of the two deg
raten2 mode. Therefore, in our fittings, thee andf levels were

treated as separate states with different values of the rota
and centrifugal distortion constants which are relative to
rotation of the molecule. But the band centers, which
independent of the rotation of the molecule, were forced t
the same.

This band had been observed in the Venus infrared spe
(9) and was identified by Mandin (8). In the case of the lowe
state (0110)I, a lot of measurements from observations
different bands have been made. Global-fitted molecular
stants of lower state based on these measurements ar
given in Ref. (11). Again, we fixed the molecular consta
(B0e, D 0e, H 0e, B0f, D 0f, H 0f) of the lower state to the valu

TA
Results (in cm21) of Wavenumber Mea

a These are the standard deviations of the
locked to the line center.
Copyright © 2001 by
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given by Ref. (11) in our least-squares fit. We fitted t
molecular constants (B9e, D9e, B9f, D9f) of (3111)I state and th
band centern0, using the formulas

n 5 n0 1 F1~m!@B9em~m 1 1! 2 D9em
2~m 1 1! 2 2 B0em

3 ~m 2 1! 1 D 0em
2~m 2 1! 2 2 H 0em

3~m 2 1! 3#

1 F2~m!@B9f m~m 1 1! 2 D9f m
2~m 1 1! 2

2 B0f m~m 2 1! 1 D 0f m
2~m 2 1! 2 2 H 0f m

3~m 2 1! 3#,

[2]

E 3
ement of CO2 (3111f)I 4 (0110f)I Band

venumber readouts measured after the laser frequency

TABLE 4
Molecular Constants (in cm21) of CO2 (3001)I 4 (0000) Band

a The numbers in parentheses are the standard errors in unit of last-
cant digit.

b Constants are fixed to Ref. (11).
BL
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127MEASUREMENT OF CO2 TRANSITIONS IN 1.5 mm
and

F6~m! 5
1

2 F1 6
m~21! m

umu G , [3]

wherem 5 2J for the P branch andm 5 J 1 1 for the R
branch. The functionF is used to determine whether them
value is corresponding to ane level (F1) or an f level (F2).
The molecular constants were then used to calculate the
sition frequencies of the (3111)I 4 (0110)I band. The differ-

nces between the observed frequencies and the calc
requencies of the (3111e) I 4 (0110e) I and (3111f ) I 4
(0110f ) I subbands are listed in the fourth column of Table

nd 3, respectively. The variance of this fit is 6.13 1024 cm21.
The results are summarized in Table 5 along with the va

given by Refs. (8) and (11) for comparison. In this case, t
otational and the centrifugal distortion constants and the
enters of our works show significant deviations from Refs8)
nd (11). The work of Ref. (8) was based on the Venus infra
pectrum (9), which is far less accurate than laser spectros
f this work. In fact, the results of Ref. (8) were the only sourc

for this band in the global fit of Ref. (11). Hence the ban
enter and the upper state constants of Ref. (11) are very clos
o the results of Ref. (8).

6. CONCLUSIONS

The weak CO2 transitions of the (3001)I 4 (0000) and
(3111)I 4 (0110)I bands in the 1.5-mm atmospheric windo
have been studied by laser spectroscopy using an ext

TABLE 5
Molecular Constants (in cm21) of CO2 (3111)I 4 (0110)I Band

a The numbers in parentheses are the standard errors in unit of last-
cant digit.

b Constants are fixed to Ref. (11).
c Band center of (3111e) I–(0110e) I subband.
d Band center of (3111f ) I–(0110f ) I subband.
Copyright © 2001 by
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cavity diode laser and the C2H2 frequency standards. Ne
molecular constants are obtained by the least-squares fits
measured transition wavenumbers and are compared wi
previous works. Our constants are close to those using
resolution FTS and show significant deviation from those
tained from planet spectrum. However, our band center
significantly different from previous works. The reason
probably due to the different frequency references used i
work and the previous works. Currently we are preparin
make heterodyne frequency measurements of the CO2 transi-
tions against the C2H2 frequency standards. This will help us
confirm the accuracy of the measurements made with
wavemeter.

The spectrum obtained by this experiment shows tha
method can also be used to study other Doppler-limited w
transitions in this wavelength region. However, to fur
probe much weaker transitions beyond this work and to m
a sub-Doppler-limited spectroscopy, one should consid
laser spectroscopy method of higher sensitivity, such a
“noise-immune cavity-enhanced optical heterodyne mole
spectroscopy” (NICE-OHMS) demonstrated by Yeet al. (12).
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